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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S 	 DESK
Walking through the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum one day, the Director of this museum
showed me a perfect Kanton Genf double (Scott No . 2 L 1) .

	

In these days this is a worthless

piece of paper for many people because, with all its value and splendor, you can not heat
your house with it . This heating problem will look many of us in the face in the near
future . However, l urge you not to let this stand in the way of our hobby . The names and
addresses of the 1974 SASS officers was listed in the January Helvetia Herald . To allow

these men to do a job of which they can be proud, they need you, the member, to let them
know how we can increase the value of the Helvetia Herald and SASS . Please write your
ideas and comments . Also, make full use of the programs offered by SASS.

SASS SALES CIRCUITS : 1st. REPORT for the 1973 - 1974 SEASON
On January 15, seven circuits were in circulation -- with three more to be started by the
end of the month . More than $550 . worth of material have been retained by the participants,
and the first pay-outs (from completely or almost sold-out books) should begin early in
February . About 50 books and envelopes are now submitted ; some of them with quite valuable
items . A postal stationery circuit also is in preparation, and any members desirous of
receiving that type of material should advise me . They can then be placed on the list.

It is quite imperative that all circuit members return the detailed inquiry sheet, a number
of which accompany each circuit . It is equally imperative that reports and payments be
made according to regulations : right away . Generally speaking, cooperation is good and
the circuit packets are moving quite rapidly . This is necessary, and therefore appreciated.

If you are not now receiving circuits, then apply right away . Although materials for sale
are no steals (representing the very definite trend to rapidly increasing prices for ALL

Swiss philatelic items), you will be able to add desired stamps to your collection through
this Swiss American Stamp Society service to members.

Felix Ganz, Sales Coordinator : 1130 S . Michigan Ave ., Apt . 3303
Chicago, Illinois 60605

1974	 DUES

To date 81 members have paid for 1974M That's great, How about those of you

who haven't paid yet . You'll miss out on a banner year for SASS .

	

If there is
a telltale red "x" in the box to the right we haven't received your dues.

This accounting was effective January 28, Sc, if you have just now paid
please pay no heed to the mark .
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Three SASS cheers to Norm Selik who came through with the art work you see

below for THE BULLETIN BOARD and THE MARKETPLACE features in the Herald.

A SASS Welcome to:

	

Mr . Robert Ross
28 Kenmore Place
Glen Rock, New Jersey

	

07452
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Postal Markings and Cancellations in SWITZERLAND and LIECHTENSTEIN, part XXVIII

By Felix Ganz

INTERIM REPORT

In order to clear up a few accumulated items that have come to light since
this series of instalments started about 3 years ago, the Herald's readership
is asked to bear for once with the writer and to permit a winding up of odds
and ends of earlier reports.

Foremost in the way of properly reporting stands the discovery of the first
real Swiss seamail item
from international mails.
The card pictured here
is franked with two 1955
Pro Patria stamps and
was airmailed to the USA
late in November, 1955.
It originated from the
motorshipCristallina, a
vessel obviously plying
international waters, but
belo nging to a Swiss
company (as do quite a
few ships on the seven
seas that fly Swiss flags).

It bears, as do many
international paquebot i-
tems, the circular strike
of the vessel (bearing
its home port Basel which
it may never have seen);
but what is really inter-
esting, it is canceled in
the Netherlands, in the

town of Schiedam, near Rotterdam, with a machine cancellation . No matter whether
or not this ship sailed on the Rhine river or on the high seas, this item is a
true paquebot mail piece, with stamps from one country canceled in another
country . Any similar pieces, or xerox copies thereof, will be much appreciated!!

Next, I should like to complete a list of Swiss parcel acceptance stations
which somehow remained incomplete in instalment XVII of this article . The

following towns, with letters T through Z, should be added, as well as a number of
NEW places that received such mini-postal facilities in the last two years
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There will be more and more of these straightline because it is expected that
up to 500 very small post offices will be phased out in Switzerland over the
next ten years .

	

Most of them will be replaced by postal or parcel accept. sta.

For those collectors of regular Swiss town postmarks, one note ofcaution:
collect NOW. The GD-PTT weighs a complete renumbering of Switzerland's ' cities
and towns, and 1979-80 is the target deadline for this renumbering.

And finally, a few more markings have been found, or reported as additions to
this article's instalments VIII through XII . They are as follows :
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The following article was reprinted from the Autumn, 1954 issue of the Swiss

Philatelist, and is reprinted here with the kind permission of Mr . H .L . Katcher

With some business men industriously talking themselves into a "recession" frame of

mind, we are often asked about the effect of a real depression on stamp prices . The

economics of philately are theoretically under the same factors of supply and demand

ruling all prices, and supposedly when the cycle begins to decline, buyers stop
buying, retailers unload, manufacturers dump, securities and commodities prices

collapse . Everything goes down . Falling prices automatically discoura ge buying,

which makes business even worse, and the decline feeds on the decline until the

irreducible bottom is reached and the upturn begins.

Yet, somehow, stamps manage to run against the current . The reasons are plain, but

rarely publicised . While stamps probably do not continue their steady appreciation
during serious depressions, at the same time the stamp market does not disinte g rate

as do others . Far from it . Individuals have more leisure time and are delighted to

find a hobby to provide intellectual distraction . Remember the thirties?

There are numerous examples of philatelists who, in the last great depression when
the chips were down, found that the only real asset they had left was their stamp

collection . New issues and the so-called modern stamps, which are continuously

turned over in the world's markets at probably the lowest margin of net profit for
any so-called luxury items, have, as a whole, always found buyers close to one's cost-

A look at the case history of one of the world's largest collections sold under
distress conditions in the midst of the last great depression clearly shows toe

facts about stamps and depressions.

Textiles tycoon Arthur Hind was reputedly worth between seven and ten million dollars
when he died in 1933, though previously his net worth has been said to be twice this

amount . His basic fortune was in real estate, stocks and bonds . The fact that he
possessed a very important stamp collection was considered of so little consequence
by his executors that they were not in the least perturbed to find the 1¢ ., 1856
British Guiana missing, though Hind had valued it at $50,000.

But the economic realities of liquidation during "hard times" showed an entirely

different picture . The net liquidation value of all of Hind's real estate, stocks
and bonds was $636,450 - or slightly better than ten percent of the six million he
had originally paid . His stamps, however, realized at forced liquidation $680,000,
about two-thirds of his cost, and represented more than one-half of his entire estate'.

Actually the stamps were sold en bloc to a syndicate, who then re-offered them in a
series of auctions which brought more than $1,000,000 to their new owners - and this

in the depths of the great depression'. - a total realization of just about what Hind
had paid, buying as a collector during the boom years . Could there be a more concrete
example of the solid value of stamps? Incidentally, this same million dollars worth

of stamps was worth about five million in 1954 and would probably be valued at 20-25
million today.

In an international sense, there has never been a real stamp recession . There are

simply not enough good stamps to go around . And this supply never increases . On the
contrary, for all the care given to collections, handling year after year tends to

lessen quantities available . Stamps are continuously torn, badly thinned, lost,
burned or otherwise removed from the market . Stamps are amongst the most fragile of

precious items, and once damaged or destroyed can never be replaced . This factor of

ever decreasing supply, added to the ever increasing demand, practically insures
ever climbing stamp prices, regardless of booms or depressions, prosperity or

recessions .
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The Swiss Postal Administration issued a souvenir sheet on January 29,1974 . The sheet

is intended to promote interest in the INTERNABA 74 Philatelic Exhibition to be held in

Basel from June 7 to 16 as a suitable adjunct to the centennial of the Universal Postal

Union . Designed by F . Boscovits, the souvenir sheet is imprinted with four stamps, to

the left of which is the INTERNABA emblem and appropriate red text . The stamps are

perforated within the sheet so they may be individually used for postage . The four

stamps depict medieval postal courriers of Basel, Zug, Uri and Schwyz.

About two decades ago Mr . Boscovits was commissioned to paint 13 pictures of old time

postal messengers, to show visitors to the Postal Museum in Bern these colorful

centuries-old mailmen . Each one of these paintings subsequently was reproduced on a

series of post cards that are available at both the Museum and the Philatelic Service

Office of the PTT . Cost for the complete set of 13 post cards is three francs.

Word from Basel indicates that European and overseas collectors who are planning to

attend INTERNABA, the international stamp exhibition to be held from June 7 - 14, will be
as numerous as at any such shows in recent years . Americans who have not already made
reservations are urged to do so at the earliest possible time . Basel, an important
trade and convention center of Switzerland, has a large number of hotels of all sizes
and accommodations, from modest to most luxurious.

Information and tentative reservation requests should be addressed to Mr . F . Peter,

INTERNABA Hotel Chairman, CH 4055, Basel, Switzerland, without delay by those making
their own travel arrangements . Those planning to go to Switzerland with special

groups that are being organized by Swissair and travel agencies, need not make
individual reservations as these tours will include travel, hotel and excursion
attractions .
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